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Introduction

In preface to the classical book “Statistical Fluid Mechanics”, Monin and Yaglom
(1974) distinguished two types of turbulence: (i) the small-scale turbulence, which is
thought to be a universal function of dissipation rate in high Re flows; and (ii) large-
scale turbulence, which depends considerably on the boundary conditions and external
forces in the flow. Monin and Yaglom claimed that the problem of the small-scale tur-
bulence is largely solved, at least in the sense of self-consistent statistical description.
For environmental applications however, the universal description of the large-scale
turbulence is far more important. Such a description is still missing. As acknowledged
by Monin and Yaglom, it is partially because of “considerable statistical scatter in
measurements in nature”. In our work, we show that this scatter in the traditional data
collection and representation could be largely attributed to improper accounting for
external governing parameters in the idealized shear-drive planetary boundary layer
(PBL).

Complete Set of Non-Dimensional External Parameters

Every observational campaign unavoidably provides data on a combination of both
case-specific and universal properties of the flow. Often the case-specific properties
dominate so that a theoretical value of the data is significantly reduced. As the result,
we have to base our analysis of the large-scale turbulence on large eddy simulation



(LES) data from the LESNIC code.

To further simplify the analysis, we consider only incompressible, Boussinesq LES
of barotropic, steady state, shear-driven PBLs over homogeneous, aerodynamically
rough surfaces where constant temperature flux was prescribed. Such and idealized
PBL is governed by the following dimensional parameters:

• The geostrophic wind,Ug [m/s]

• The Brunt-Vaisala frequency of the ambient flow,N [1/s]

• The Coriolis force parameter,f [1/s]

• The temperature flux at the surface,Fs [K m/s]

• The surface roughness,z0 [m]

Since there are three independent dimensions, (m;s;K), theπ-theorem states possibil-
ity to construct a complete set of three independent external non-dimensional param-
eters. They are:

• The Rossby number, Ro=Ug/(fz0)

• The surface Richardson number, Ri=fβFs/(Ug)2

• The ambient Richardson number, Rs= (z0N)2/(Ug)2

This independent parameters characterize the consumption of the mean kinetic energy
of the dynamic instability, given byUg, by three independent stabilization mecha-
nisms, namely, the rotational stabilization (Tritton, 1992), given by Ro, the thermal
stabilization (Monin and Obukhov, 1954), given by Ri, and the radiative stabilization
(Zilitinkevich, 2002), given by Rs. Since the parameters are independent, they rep-
resent dimensions of the parameter phase space (Ro;Ri;Rs), which is a convenient
framework for the theoretical analysis of turbulence.

Universal Functions and Universal Length Scale

In order to show credibility of the proposed phase space decomposition, we consider
two bulk characteristics of the PBL, namely, the geostrophic drag coefficient,CD,
and the surface geostrophic angle,α. Both quantities show large scatter in all kinds
of traditional representations. We show thatCD andα are indeed well defined uni-
versal functions in every one-dimensional subspace. Hence, they are also universal



functions in (Ro;Ri;Rs). The analytical form of these functions is of direct interest for
the environment modelers.

Every stabilization mechanism limits a possible scale,l, of the typical turbulence
eddies in the PBL. The length scale in (Ro;0;0) phase space can be constructed as
Ug/f (external scaling) andu∗/f (internal or the Rossby and Montgomery scaling),
in (0;Ri;0) – (Ug)3/βFs (external scaling) andL= (u∗)3/βFs (internal or Monin and
Obukhov scaling), and in (0;0;Rs) –Ug/N (external scaling) andu∗/N (internal or
Zilitinkevich scaling). Understandably, those mechanisms dominate which limitl the
strongest. Thus, the universal length scale can be constructed through interpolation of
squared reciprocals as in Zilitinkevich and Esau (2004).

We show considerably better collapse of the turbulence data as functions of the uni-
versal length scale than any of a traditional length scale.
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